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Abstract
Flow characteristics of low Reynolds number laminar flow through gradually expanding conical and planar diffusers were investigated.
Such diffusers are used in valveless micropumps to effect flow rectification and thus lead to pumping action in one preferential direction.
Four different types of diffuser flows are considered: fully developed and thin inlet boundary layer flows through conical and planar
diffusers. The results from the numerical analysis have been quantified in terms of pressure loss coefficient. The variation of pressure
loss coefficient with diffuser angle is presented for Reynolds numbers of 200, 500 and 1000. The pressure loss coefficients have been
used to calculate the diffuser efficiency for two different types of nozzle-diffuser elements. The general trend of variation of pressure loss
coefficient with diffuser angle was found to be similar to that for high Reynolds number turbulent flow. However, unlike at high Reynolds
numbers, pressure loss coefficients at low Reynolds numbers vary significantly with Reynolds number. It was also observed that trends
of variation in the pressure loss coefficient with Reynolds number are different for small and large diffuser angles. Also, at low Reynolds
numbers, the pressure loss coefficients for a thin inlet boundary layer are not always smaller than those for fully developed inlet boundary
layer, in contrast to the behavior for high Reynolds number flows. Contrary to past claims, flow rectification is shown to be indeed possible
for laminar flows. The two different types of nozzle-diffuser elements considered led to pumping action in opposite directions. Further, it
was observed that flow rectification properties of both kinds of nozzle-diffuser elements improved with increasing Reynolds number.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Valveless micropump; Nozzle-diffuser flow; Low Reynolds number flow; Geometry optimization; Computational fluid dynamics

1. Introduction
A number of different micropump designs based on silicon microfabrication techniques have been presented over
the last two decades [1–3]. A detailed review of these micropumping technologies was compiled very recently [4].
Amongst the various micropumping technologies, mechanical micropumps with vibrating diaphragms [5,6] have generated the most interest. Although, many novel pumping
strategies such as pumps based on growing and collapsing
bubbles [7], electrohydrodynamics [8], electroosmosis [9]
and flexural plate waves [10] have also been presented, most
of these pumps are not able to produce high flow rates (of
the order of several hundred l/min to a few ml/min) which
are easily achievable with mechanical micropumps. High
flow rates can be the decisive factor in applications such as
forced convective cooling of electronics devices.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1-765-494-5621; fax: +1-765-494-0539.
E-mail address: sureshg@ecn.purdue.edu (S.V. Garimella).
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Early efforts at fabricating vibrating diaphragm micropumps used diaphragm-type or cantilever-type active check
valves. These valves suffer from many problems such as
high-pressure drops, wear, and fatigue with long-term usage, which can cause leakage and severely limit the performance of the micropump. To overcome these problems,
the use of fixed valves as substitutes for active check valves
in vibrating-diaphragm micropumps was suggested [11–13].
For achieving flow rectification, such pumps utilize the differing flow (pressure drop) characteristics of fixed valves for
flow in opposite directions. Valveless micropumps using two
different types of fixed valves have been presented in the literature: (i) nozzle-diffuser elements [11,12] and (ii) valvular conduits [13]. Nozzle-diffuser elements, also known as
dynamic passive valves [12], are the focus of this study.
A number of different valveless micropumps employing
nozzle-diffuser elements have been discussed in the literature. These include piezoelectrically actuated [11], electromagnetically actuated [14], and bubble micropumps [15].
Use of nozzle-diffuser elements in magneto-hydrodynamic
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Nomenclature
A
Cp
d
K
l
p
p
Q
r
Re
v

area of cross-section
pressure recovery coefficient
characteristic dimension
pressure loss coefficient
length of nozzle or diffuser
static pressure
pressure loss
volume flow rate
throat dimension
Reynolds number
mean flow velocity

Greek
ε
η
θ
ρ

letters
flow rectification efficiency
diffuser efficiency
diffuser half-angle
fluid density

Subscripts and superscripts
+
positive direction
−
negative direction
a
cross-section a
b
cross-section b
d
diffuser
en
entrance
ex
exit
n
nozzle
t
total
micropumps has also been reported [16]. These pumps
utilize the different pressure drop characteristics of flow
through a nozzle and a diffuser to direct the flow in one
preferential direction, and hence cause a net pumping action.
Additional benefits of nozzle-diffuser elements include
the ease of manufacture using conventional silicon micromachining techniques, and the much higher flow rates
achievable with vibrating diaphragm pumps employing such
valves. The higher flow rates, in spite of the poorer flow rectification properties of such valves, stem from the possibility
of using valveless micropumps at much higher frequencies
as compared to micropumps with passive check valves.
This is because passive check valves have a large response
time, and pumps employing such valves cannot be excited
to frequencies greater than a few hundred hertz. On the
other hand, valveless micropumps can be excited to much
higher frequencies (∼10 kHz) and hence can achieve flow
rates which are several orders of magnitude higher when
compared to conventional passive check valve micropumps.
1.1. Principle of operation
The operating principle of a valveless micropump is illustrated in Fig. 1. The particular flow characteristics shown
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are for small nozzle-diffuser angles. In the expansion mode,
as the volume of the pumping chamber increases, more fluid
enters the pumping chamber from the element on the right
which acts like a diffuser (and hence offers less flow resistance) than the element on the left, which acts like a nozzle.
On the other hand, in the contraction mode, more fluid goes
out of the element on the left which now acts as a diffuser,
while the element on the right acts as a nozzle. Hence, net
fluid transport is achieved in the pumping chamber from
right to left.

2. Nozzle-diffuser elements
The volume flow rate of a valveless micropump depends
on the rectification efficiency of the pump among other factors (such as amplitude and frequency of operation of the
diaphragm). The rectification efficiency, ε, is the ratio of
the volume of net fluid pumped to that crossing (entering or leaving) the pump in a given interval of time (ε =
(Q+ − Q− )/(Q+ − Q− ), see Fig. 1). The rectification efficiency of nozzle-diffuser micropumps reported in the literature is very low, generally between 0.01 and 0.2. Since
the rectification efficiency of these micropumps depends on
the flow directing ability of the nozzle-diffuser elements,
many studies have been directed at better understanding the
fluid dynamic behavior and the flow rectification properties
of nozzle-diffuser elements [11,14,17–20,23,24]. Different
shapes of nozzle-diffuser elements have been considered in
the literature. They can be broadly classified as spatial and
planar. Spatial diffusers can be further divided into conical
and pyramidal. These diffusers are schematically shown in
Fig. 2.
Gerlach and Wurmus [17] presented the first analysis of
the performance of nozzle-diffuser elements. They microfabricated pyramidal nozzle-diffuser elements using anisotropic
etching in 1 0 0 silicon, which ensured that the half-angle

Fig. 1. Flow rectification in a valveless micropump: (a) expansion mode
(increasing volume of the pumping chamber) and (b) contraction mode
(decreasing volume of the pumping chamber). The thicker arrows imply
higher volume flow rates.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of (a) conical, (b) pyramidal, and (c) planar
nozzle-diffuser elements.

of the diffuser would always be 35.26◦ . The dimension of
the throat varied from 80 to 300 m. From experiments on
such stand-alone nozzle-diffuser elements, they concluded
that the critical Reynolds number (Reynolds number in the
present work and in the cited literature is based on the neck
hydraulic diameter and mean velocity at the neck of the
diffuser) was approximately 15 and that the flow was completely turbulent after a Reynolds number of 100. Since they
found that the diffuser and nozzle had appreciably different
flow characteristics only for Reynolds numbers greater than
approximately 100, they further concluded that flow rectification occurs only for turbulent flow. Flow rectification efficiencies in the range of 0.05–0.15 were reported.
Olsson et al. [18] conducted a pressure drop analysis
of nozzle-diffuser elements. The total pressure drop across
both the nozzle and the diffuser was divided into three
parts: pressure drops due to sudden contraction at the inlet, gradual contraction or expansion along the length of the
channel, and sudden expansion at the exit, assuming negligible interference between these parts. Empirical values
of pressure loss coefficients for these cases, obtained from
macroscale experiments at Reynolds numbers in the range
of 30,000–404,000 [21,22], were used to calculate the total
pressure loss across the element for both nozzle and diffuser
flow directions. Diffuser efficiency was defined as the ratio
of pressure loss coefficients for the diffuser direction to that
for the nozzle direction. Diffuser elements with half-oval
shaped cross-sections were fabricated and tested. The experiments showed that the diffuser efficiency decreased as
the angle of the diffuser decreased from 6.8◦ to 1.9◦ , but

was not strongly affected by the length of the diffuser. The
variation with angle was attributed to unsteady flow separation for diffusers with larger angles. Water and methanol
were used as the working fluids and diffuser efficiency was
found to be greater for methanol than for water. This was
attributed to turbulent flow in methanol for Reynolds numbers in the range of 140–180 as opposed to laminar flow in
water for Reynolds numbers of 100–120.
Jiang et al. [14] analyzed the flow through a conical
nozzle-diffuser element using different empirical correlations for pressure loss coefficients for low (<50) and high
(>105 ) Reynolds number flows. They observed that for cone
angles between 5◦ and 40◦ , the variation of diffuser efficiency with cone angle showed opposite trends in the two
Reynolds number ranges, although the diffuser efficiency remained unchanged for a given cone angle in both Reynolds
number ranges. They also concluded that the pumping direction would be different for the low and high Reynolds number flows. Their experiments on nozzle-diffuser elements of
length 3 mm, neck dimension 70 m and angles 5◦ , 7.5◦ and
10◦ , showed that at Reynolds number close to 1800, diffuser
efficiency decreased with increasing cone angle.
Gerlach [23] performed a pressure loss analysis similar
to that in [18] for different diffuser angles and for sharp
and well-rounded inlets to the nozzle-diffuser elements. Empirical values of pressure loss coefficients obtained at high
Reynolds numbers [21] were used again, and flow rectification efficiencies calculated for different conical diffuser geometries. Experiments were performed on microfabricated
pyramidal diffusers of half-angle 35.25◦ . Experimentally determined flow rectification values were compared to numerically determined values and the relatively large differences
between the two were attributed to the different Reynolds
numbers of the two flows.
In another study, Olsson et al. [24] used finite element
simulations to analyze nozzle-diffuser elements, and compared the predictions to experiments. Their experimental results on various diffusers with cone angles 7◦ , 9.8◦ and 13◦
showed that diffuser efficiency increased with decreasing
cone angle and increasing diffuser length. It was observed
that the laminar and turbulent flow simulations gave very
similar results throughout the Reynolds number range considered (approximately up to 1400). The transition Reynolds
number was calculated to be 400.
From the review of the literature above, it is clear that fluid
flow through nozzle-diffuser elements for micropumps is not
well understood. A number of conflicting results regarding
the nature of the flow (laminar or turbulent) and variation of
diffuser efficiency with cone angle and diffuser length have
been reported. For instance, Olsson et al. [18], Gerlach and
Wurmus [17] and Gerlach [23] found that turbulent flow
through the diffuser led to a better flow-directing ability than
laminar flow, while in Olsson et al. [24] reported from their
numerical results that laminar and turbulent flow led to very
similar flow characteristics. Further, Olsson et al. [18] experimentally showed that the diffuser efficiency decreases
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with decreasing angle but is independent of diffuser length.
In [24], however, they reported that diffuser efficiency increased with decreasing cone angle and increasing diffuser
length. Further, Jiang et al. [14] found from experiments that
diffuser efficiency decreases with decreasing angle and Gerlach [23] showed that the diffuser efficiency increases with
the length of the diffuser.
Moreover, all the pressure drop analyses undertaken for
calculating the diffuser efficiency have used empirical pressure loss coefficients obtained at Reynolds numbers in the
range of 30,000 and higher [18,23], while the Reynolds number for flow through micropumps rarely exceeds 5000, and
is generally in the range of 100–500. Indeed, Jiang et al. [14]
showed that the diffuser efficiency showed different trends
with cone angle at low (<50) and high (>105 ) Reynolds
numbers.
Clearly, there is a need to better understand the flow behavior through nozzle-diffuser elements at low Reynolds
numbers. The present study addresses this need. The variation of pressure losses with the diffuser angle through
gradually expanding diffusers is determined numerically using a finite volume approach. Conical and planar diffuser
cross-section shapes are considered. In addition, smooth
(rounded) and sharp entrances, which, respectively cause
the inlet boundary layer to be fully developed and thin, are
considered to assess their impact on pressure losses. The
analysis considers flow Reynolds numbers of 200, 500 and
1000. The results from the numerical analyses are used to
characterize the flow-directing ability of different diffuser
elements. It may be noted that flow characteristics for low
Reynolds number flow in a nozzle (as opposed to a diffuser)
are not expected to be significantly different from those at
the higher Reynolds numbers [24]; hence, nozzle flow is not
considered in this work, and the focus is restricted to diffuser flow.

a
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b

Fig. 3. Schematic of a nozzle-diffuser element.

Hence, the pressure loss coefficient can be written as


v2b
pd
pa − pb
Kd = 2 =
+ 1− 2
ρva /2
ρv2a /2
va

(3)

Introducing the pressure recovery coefficient Cp =
(pb − pa )/(ρv2a /2) and using the continuity equation
Aa va = Ab vb , Kd for spatial diffusers (e.g. conical and
pyramidal) can be written as
Kd = 1 −

da4
− Cp
db4

(4a)

since A ∝ d 2 . While for planar diffusers, A ∝ d and hence
Kd is given by
Kd = 1 −

da2
− Cp
db2

(4b)

Hence for a given diffuser geometry, the pressure loss coefficient can be calculated from the pressure drop and the
mean velocity at the neck. Similarly, for flow in the nozzle
direction (from cross-section b to a in Fig. 3), the pressure
loss coefficient is given by
Kn =

pn
ρv2b /2

(5)

Pressure loss coefficients for flow through sudden expansions and contractions can be calculated similarly.

3. Theoretical analysis

3.2. Diffuser efficiency

3.1. Pressure loss coefficient

The diffuser efficiency of a nozzle-diffuser element is defined as the ratio of the total pressure loss coefficient for
flow in the nozzle direction to that for the flow in the diffuser direction
Kn,t
η=
(6)
Kd,t

The pressure loss coefficient for flows through a gradually contracting nozzle, a gradually expanding diffuser, or a
sudden expansion or contraction in an internal flow system
is defined as the ratio of pressure drop across the device to
the velocity head upstream of the device
K=

p
ρv2 /2

(1)

For flow through a gradually expanding diffuser (Fig. 3)
or a gradually contracting nozzle, the pressure loss coefficient can be calculated as follows. For flow in the diffuser
direction (from cross-section a to b in Fig. 3), the incompressible steady-flow energy equation reduces to
pa + 21 ρv2a = pb + 21 ρv2b + pd

(2)

Hence, η > 1 will cause a pumping action in the diffuser
direction (Fig. 1) in a valveless micropump, while η < 1
will lead to pumping action in the nozzle direction. The case
where η = 1 corresponds to equal pressure drops in both
the nozzle and the diffuser directions, leading to no flow
rectification. In Eq. (6), the total pressure loss coefficients
for both the diffuser and nozzle directions can be divided
into three parts: (i) losses due to sudden contraction at the
entrance, (ii) losses due to gradual contraction or expansion
through the length of the nozzle-diffuser, and (iii) losses due
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to sudden expansion at the exit. The total pressure drop in
the diffuser direction can thus be written as
pd,t = pd,en + pd + pd,ex

(7)

Therefore, the total pressure loss coefficient for the diffuser
can be calculated as
Kd,t =

pd,t
pd,en
pd
pd,ex ρv2b /2
=
+
+
ρv2a /2
ρv2a /2
ρv2a /2
ρv2a /2 ρv2a /2

= Kd,en + Kd + Kd,ex

A2a
A2b

(8)

Similarly, the total pressure loss coefficient for the nozzle
(with respect to pressure head at the neck) is
Kn,t = (Kn,en + Kn )

A2a
+ Kn,ex
A2b

(9)

Therefore, diffuser efficiency can be written as
η=

(Kn,en + Kn )(A2a /A2b ) + Kn,ex
Kn,t
=
Kd,t
Kd,en + Kd + Kd,ex (A2a /A2b )

(10)

3.3. Flow rectification efficiency
The flow rectification efficiency of a valveless micropump
is the measure of the ability of the pump to direct the flow
in one preferential direction. It can be expressed as
ε=

Q+ − Q−
Q+ + Q −

(11)

in which Q is flow rate and subscripts + and – refer to flow
in the forward and the backward directions, respectively. A
higher ε corresponds to better flow rectification. In particular, when there is no flow rectification, equal amounts of
fluid move in both directions and ε = 0, while for perfect
rectification, flow is only in one direction and ε = 1. The
flow rectification efficiency of a valveless micropump is related to the diffuser efficiency of the nozzle-diffuser elements. As the diffuser efficiency departs from a value of 1,
i.e. as the difference between Kn,t and Kd,t increases, ε for
the micropump also increases.

4. Numerical simulations
The problem of determining the pressure drop and the
average neck velocity in a diffuser is solved numerically using the finite volume method. The commercially available
software package Fluent [25] is used to model and solve
the problem. Conical and planar diffusers are considered;
the effects of both sharp and smooth entrance conditions
are studied. Smooth edges will cause the flow entering the
diffuser to be relatively fully developed, while sharp edges
will lead to thin boundary layers at the inlet cross-section.
Steady-state laminar flow simulations are carried out for
Reynolds numbers of 200, 500 and 1000. Care was taken to

Fig. 4. Geometries modeled to simulate (a) fully developed, (b) thin inlet
boundary layer inlet flow in a conical diffuser (using an axi-symmetric
model), (c) fully developed and (d) thin inlet boundary layer inlet flow
in a planar diffuser.

adjust the inlet velocity such that the Reynolds number was
within 1% of these values. Simulations are performed for
diffuser half-angles varying from 2.5◦ to 70◦ in increments
of 2.5◦ . The particular geometries modeled for the four
cases considered fully developed and thin boundary layer
inlet flow for the conical and planar diffusers are shown in
Fig. 4.
Mesh-independence was verified for all the cases considered, by refining the mesh until the change in results was
within 1%. Finer meshes were also needed as the half-angle
of the nozzle-diffuser elements was increased. For the conical element, the (z × r) mesh was increased from 300 × 40
(fully developed inlet) and 200 × 40 (thin inlet) at the
smallest half angles to 300 × 120 (fully developed inlet)
and 200 × 120 (thin inlet) for the largest; for the planar
geometry the transverse mesh (x × y) was increased from
40 × 40 to 120 × 120 as the half-angle increased.
The conical diffusers are modeled as being axi-symmetric
about the horizontal axis. For the planar diffuser, symmetry boundary conditions are used to model only a quarter
of the cross-section. The flow is considered incompressible. Uniform velocity inlet and uniform pressure outlet
boundary conditions are applied at cross-sections 1 and
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Table 1
Comparison of numerical and experimental pressure loss coefficients
[21,26] for large Reynolds number turbulent flow
Angle (◦ )

5
70
5
70

Inlet boundary layer

Fully developed
Fully developed
Thin
Thin

Kd
Numerical

Experimental

0.061
0.940
0.115
0.824

0.06
1.20
0.13
1.02

4, respectively, for all the four cases. In addition, no-slip
boundary conditions are imposed at the walls.
Steady-state analysis was used to calculate the pressure
loss coefficients even though the flow in the nozzle-diffuser
elements would be oscillating (potentially at high frequencies). The pressure loss coefficients for this transient flow
may be different from the steady-state values presented here.
However, transient loss coefficients would depend on a number of variables specific to the design, such as the frequency of oscillation, and the rate and profile of variation
of the mean flow Reynolds number, in addition to the parameters considered here (absolute value of the Reynolds
number, and angle and shape of the nozzle-diffuser elements). Steady-state pressure loss coefficients are, therefore, believed to be useful for preliminary design of the
nozzle-diffuser elements.
4.1. Model validation
The numerical model was validated by simulating turbulent flow at high Reynolds numbers in conical diffusers for
fully developed and thin inlet boundary layer flows. The
two equation κ–ε model in Fluent was used to model the
turbulent flow for a Reynolds number of 100,000. The numerical values of the predicted pressure loss coefficients are
compared to the experimental values available for turbulent
flows in the literature. The comparison is shown in Table 1.
The experimental data for a thin inlet boundary layer are
from [21] and those for a fully developed boundary layer are
from [26]. The experimental values are linearly interpolated
between data read from charts.
While there is reasonable agreement between the predicted and experimental results, the predictions are lower
in general, especially at the larger angles. This may be attributed to inadequate handling of separation by the κ–
model and additional pressure losses in the experimental
set-up due to wall friction and roughness effects which are
not accounted for in the predictions.

5. Results and discussion
Pressure loss coefficients (Kd ) for fully developed and
thin inlet boundary layer flows in a conical diffuser are plotted in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively, as a function of cone
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half-angle for Reynolds numbers (Re) of 200, 500 and 1000
and for high Reynolds number turbulent flow. The pressure loss coefficients at low Reynolds number were calculated using Eq. (3) in combination with the pressure drop
and the average neck velocity obtained from the numerical simulations. The turbulent flow curves plotted were obtained from experimental results compiled in [21]. For both
inlet flow conditions, the variation of Kd with cone angle
follows the general trend observed for high Reynolds number flows (Re > 30,000), although Kd values obtained here
are greater and smaller than those for high Reynolds number flows at small and large cone half-angles, respectively.
Moreover, at the low Reynolds numbers considered, Kd for
a given diffuser angle varies significantly with Reynolds
number, especially at small cone angles. In contrast, Kd for
high Reynolds number flows does not vary with Reynolds
number.
For fully developed inlet boundary layer flow, Kd is the
lowest for Re = 1000 and the highest for Re = 200, when
the cone half-angle is less than approximately 5◦ . For larger
half-angles, the opposite is true, i.e. Kd is lowest for Re =
200 and highest for Re = 1000. For small cone angles,
the loss coefficients decrease with increasing Re, while at
large cone angles, they increase with increasing Re. The
high loss coefficients for small diffuser angles at low Re are
believed to be due to the dominance of viscous forces in
these very ordered flows. As the cone angle increases, flow
separation occurs, which is associated with higher loss coefficients (higher than the viscous contributions). Since flow
separation is more dominant for higher Re, loss coefficients
at the larger cone angles are also greater for larger Re. The
same phenomena are also observed for the thin inlet boundary layer flow, although in this case, viscous losses seem to
dominate up to cone half-angles of 15◦ –20◦ .
For the case of the fully developed inlet boundary
layer, back flow at the outlet boundary (cross-section 4 in
Fig. 4(a)), was first observed for the cone half-angle of 7.5◦
at Re = 500 and 1000, and for the half-angle of 10◦ at
Re = 200. Similarly, for the thin inlet boundary layer, back
flow (at cross-section 4 in Fig. 4(b)) was first observed for
the cone half-angle of 12.5◦ at Re = 500 and 1000 and for
the half-angle of 15◦ at Re = 200. The conditions under
which back flow starts correspond to the cone angle beyond
which the higher Reynolds number flow has the greater loss
coefficients. This further strengthens the proposed reasoning for the opposing trends of variation in the pressure loss
coefficient with Reynolds number for small and large cone
angles.
Comparing the numerical values of Kd for the fully developed and thin inlet boundary layer flows, it can be observed
that for small cone angles, Kd is smaller for the fully developed boundary layer and vice versa (Kd is smaller for the thin
inlet boundary layer flows for large cone angles). Also, this
behavior is peculiar to low Reynolds number flow. At high
Reynolds numbers, Kd for the fully developed inlet boundary
layer flow is smaller than that for thin inlet boundary layers
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Fig. 5. Plot of variation of pressure loss coefficient in a conical diffuser with half-angle of the cone for Re = 200, 500, 1000 and >30,000 for (a) fully
developed inlet boundary layer and (b) thin inlet boundary layer.

for all cone angles. The higher Kd for thin inlet boundary
layer flows might be attributable to an additional pressure
drop due to the boundary layer development in these flows,
which is absent for fully developed inlet boundary layers.
Pressure loss coefficients for the fully developed and thin
inlet boundary layer flow through a planar diffuser are plotted in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively, as a function of the
diffuser angle. Observations made with reference to Fig. 5
for flow through conical diffusers apply to Fig. 6 as well. It
is interesting to note that not only the trends of variation but
also the numerical values for fully developed flow through
conical and planar diffusers are very close, especially for
the fully developed inlet boundary layer flow. It has been
reported in the literature that at high Reynolds numbers, the
maximum pressure recovery coefficients for conical and flat

diffusers are approximately the same. However, the pressure
recovery coefficients for the same length of diffuser were
not always identical [22].
In the following paragraphs, two different types of nozzlediffuser elements, which have been used in valveless micropumps presented in the literature, are analyzed. The pressure
loss coefficients obtained using the numerical simulations
presented above are used to calculate the flow rectification
efficiency possible with these nozzle-diffuser elements.
The two representative nozzle-diffuser element types considered are as follows. A Type 1 nozzle-diffuser element
is conical with a rounded inlet, a sharp outlet and a cone
half-angle of 2.5◦ . A Type 2 nozzle-diffuser element is conical with a sharp inlet, a sharp outlet and a cone half-angle
of 35◦ . These two combinations of nozzle-diffuser elements
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Fig. 6. Plot of variation of pressure loss coefficient in a planar diffuser with half-angle of the cone for Re = 200, 500 and 1000 for (a) fully developed
inlet boundary layer and (b) thin inlet boundary layer.

have been considered in past studies, Type 1 in [11,18] and
Type 2 in [12,23].
In order to calculate diffuser efficiencies for these two
types of nozzle-diffuser elements, the pressure loss coefficients for operation as a nozzle under sudden contraction/
expansion and gradual contraction are required. Values for
these loss coefficients are available in the literature [24] and
are reproduced in Table 2 for both types of nozzle-diffuser
elements. Although these coefficients for nozzle flow were
obtained from experiments at large Reynolds numbers, they
Table 2
Pressure loss coefficients for entrance, exit and nozzle flow for the two
types of nozzle-diffuser elements

Type 1
Type 2

Kd,en

Kd,ex

Kn,en

Kn

Kn,ex

0.05
0.40

1.00
1.00

0.40
0.40

0.03
0.07

1.00
1.00

are not expected to differ much at low Reynolds numbers
[24], and can be used in the present computations.
The pressure loss coefficients for flow in a gradually expanding diffuser, for both types of nozzle-diffuser elements,
along with the total loss coefficients in the two directions
and the diffuser efficiencies, are given in Table 3 for Re =
200, 500 and 1000. The diffuser efficiencies for both the
nozzle-diffusers elements are calculated for l/r = 5 (Fig. 4),
using Eqs. (8)–(10) and the numerical values in Table 2.
Since the diffuser efficiency η, for the Type 1 nozzlediffuser elements is greater than 1, the pumping action would
be in the diffuser direction (from cross-section a to b in
Fig. 3). Also, the volume flow rate of the pumped fluid would
increase with increasing Reynolds number. On the other
hand, for Type 2 nozzle-diffuser elements, fluid would be
pumped in the opposite (nozzle) direction. Here as well, the
volume flow rate would increase with increasing Reynolds
number, since the flow rectification efficiency increases as
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Table 3
Total pressure loss coefficients and diffuser efficiency for nozzle-diffuser
elements of Types 1 and 2 at different Reynolds numbers
Re = 200

Re = 500

Re = 1000

Type 1
Kd
Kn,t
Kd,t
η

0.59
1.19
1.09
1.09

0.39
1.19
0.89
1.34

0.33
1.19
0.83
1.43

Type 2
Kd
Kn,t
Kd,t
η

0.77
1.00
1.17
0.85

0.81
1.00
1.21
0.83

0.85
1.00
1.25
0.80

η departs from a value of 1 as discussed earlier in this paper. Hence, while a pumping action is effected for both
types of nozzle-diffuser elements, the flow rectification efficiency and the volume flow rate would be higher for Type
1 nozzle-diffuser elements, as was reported earlier [23,24].

6. Conclusions
The following key conclusions may be drawn from the
results of the present work
1. It is found that the general trends of variation of pressure loss coefficient with diffuser angle for both fully
developed and thin inlet boundary layer flows through
gradually expanding diffusers are similar to that for high
Reynolds number turbulent flow. However, unlike high
Reynolds number flows, pressure loss coefficients for low
Reynolds number laminar flows are a strong function of
the flow Reynolds number, especially at small diffuser
angles.
2. The variation of pressure loss coefficient with Reynolds
number follows opposite trends for small and large diffuser angles. Hence, the Reynolds number of the flow
should be considered in the design of micropumps employing such valves.
3. It is observed that unlike high Reynolds number flows,
the pressure loss coefficients for thin inlet boundary layer
flows are not always smaller than those for fully developed inlet boundary layer flows.
4. Flow rectification in nozzle-diffuser elements is achievable in laminar flow. This is in contrast to earlier reports
in the literature [17,18,23].
5. For the two types of conical nozzle-diffuser elements
considered, one with a rounded inlet, sharp outlet and
diffuser half-angle of 2.5◦ and other with a sharp inlet,
sharp outlet and diffuser half-angle of 35◦ , flow rectification improved with increasing Reynolds number.
6. Both the numerical values as well as the trends of variation for fully developed flow through conical and planar
diffusers are very similar.

In ongoing work, planar nozzle-diffuser elements are being studied further, since they are easier to fabricate using
silicon microfabrication techniques. The effect of variation
of length on the pressure loss coefficients and flow rectification is being studied. The complete micropump will also
be analyzed using deforming grids, to relax the assumption
regarding negligible interference between different parts of
the nozzle-diffuser elements and the pumping chamber.
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